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We study the impact of domestic help availability on the gender gap in innovation.

Exploiting an immigration enforcement change—the staggered rollout of the 
Security Communities (SC) program—as a negative shock to the supply of 
undocumented immigrants in household services, we examine whether reduced 
availability of domestic help widens the productivity gap between male and female 
inventors. 

Inventor-level data show that, female inventors experienced more significant 
declines than male inventors in patenting outcomes after the SC rollout, measured 
by the quantity, quality, and market value of patents. We find that the differential 
impact on female inventors is more pronounced for those who likely have young 
children and those employed in less female-friendly firms, consistent with reduced 
availability of domestic help disproportionally increasing female investors’ cost of 
outsourcing household production. 

Overall, our results underscore the significant effect of domestic support provided 
by low-skilled immigrants on the time allocation and productivity of highly skilled 
female inventors.

What drives the gender gap in innovation? 

• Table 2 shows that the Secure Communities Program reduced patenting 
productivity, with the effect on female inventors significantly more negative than 
that on male inventors. 

• Figure 2 shows that the differential effect on female inventors’ productivity relative 
to male inventors emerges after the rollout of the SC program, but not before. This 
differential effect also persists.

• Table 3 shows that the differential effect on female inventors is more pronounced 
for those who likely have young children, and those who are employed in less 
female-friendly firms.The Secure Communities Program 

This paper studies factors that drive the gender gap in productivity. Specifically, we 
examine the extent to which the availability of low-skilled labor in domestic roles 
affects high-skilled female inventors’ productivity. Our results have important 
implications for the search of measures for narrowing the gender gap in inventive 
activities.

Conclusions

The Secure Communities Program is a federal policy that increased information 
sharing between local law enforcement agencies and the federal government in an 
attempt to facilitate the detection and removal of undocumented immigrants. The 
policy was carried out between 2008 and 2013, with most of the rollout 
concentrated in 2010–2012 (see Figure 1). More than 454,000 individuals were 
removed under SC during 2008–2014. The SC program may have further reduced 
the supply of immigrant workers who remain in the U.S. through “chilling effects”—
fear of interacting with local police or having to present forms of identification 
likely increased the cost of working outside the home and the cost of job searching. 

To validate the effect of the SC program on the availability of domestic help, we 
show that the rollout of the SC program leads to a significant decline in the labor 
supply of low-skill workers in household services and an increase in the wage of 
these workers (see Table 1).

Findings

Table 1. Label in 24pt Calibri.

Notes: The SC program was rolled out on a county-by-county between basis between October 27, 2008 and January 22,
2013. The counties in darker shades activated the SC program earlier than counties in lighter shades.
Data source: Mockus and Jung (2022)

The analysis utilizes inventor-level data on patenting outcomes and the rollout dates 
of the SC program. Our sample spans from 2006 to 2015. 

We estimate a Poisson model, regressing various measures of patenting outcomes on 
the gender indicator of the inventor, interacting with a dummy variable for the roll 
out of the SC program:

𝑌𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1 × 𝐹𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑖 + 𝛽2 × Femalei × 𝑆𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + μ𝑖 + γ𝑡 + εi,t
𝑌𝑖,𝑡 is a measure of innovation outcomes for inventor 𝑖 in year 𝑡. 𝑆𝐶𝑖,𝑡 is a dummy 
variable for the exposure to SC at the county that the inventor resides in. 

Empirical Methods
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